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Tastes differ? 

 

ZERO LINE Gallery represents the First experience of the international cooperation.  

18.30, 26 January 2017, ZERO LINE Gallery exposed a joint project from SPRIVETOM 

Tashkent art-group and Sergey Kiryutschenko, Belarusian artist. "Tastes differ" from Tashkent 

artists exposed in one room. Reconstruction of Kiryutschenko exhibition "Bring up new tastes" 

exposed in another room. This exhibition was in Stolovka XYZ Gallery since 29 November till 

01 January in city of Minsk. 

Name of the Minsk Gallery "Stolovka XYZ" refers to the history of the room which was 

industrial cafeteria for the Minsk workers from glass, gramophone, electrical equipment, 

weighing repairing equipment, polygraphic factories. Cafeteria interior has metallic wall in style 

of the Brezhnev constructionism between service hatch and dining tables. Kiryutschenko created 

artistically this space turned it into a boarding temple. This space centre is "Cookery" book of 

1955 edition. This oeuvre was the Saint Grail for Soviet families. Book is on symbolic lectern 

like high square table with the sloping top which is in orthodox templeе before altar with the 

iconostasis.  

Altar is "Meat" large triptych which demonstrates carcasses and pictures as these 

carcasses to cut. There are tables left and right sides of the road to the altar.  There are vivid 

pastous still-lives like replicas of the Cookery book illustrations on these tables. 

Alexey Tolstov, Curator thinks that going off from Soviet tradition and images 

Kiryutschenko in his project expresses "mannered and decorative Belarusian reality"1. 

Constantine Doroshenko, Critic and Curator of the contemporary art: "His project 

criticizes as national as post-Soviet and as world reality. Everywhere the art collides with the 

institutions as public and as private that originates inevitable tendentiousness to format the art 

but not study to understand. <…> Kiryutschenko opposes not only against kitchen ideology that 

insists on the art decorates and entertains. He attacks stubbornness of the Belarusian authorities 

which expel artistic experiments on the edge since these experiments are just freak or disorder. 

Same attitudes we see in other post-Soviet states. There today the art are requested to decorate 

and comply with the strict ideology"2.  

Sergey Kiryutschenko is a guru of the Belarusian contemporary art who promotes this art 

since 1988. 1988–2002 he was member of the «Nemiga-17» group and took active participation 

in many exhibitions in Belarus and abroad. Sergey Kiryutschenko is a author of the personal 

projects like «Metabolism of the painting space» («Palace of the Arts» gallery, 2012), «It is Time 

                                                             
1 Olga Bubich. Culture through the lattice. How to bring the new tastes.  
2 Constantine Doroshenko "On new arts" 
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to make grounded arts» (2009, «U» contemporary art gallery) and other exhibitions. 

Kiryutschenko is one of the founders of the Belarusian Museum of Modern Art and one of the 

founders initiators of Sbor group archival project. This artist criticisms against the contemporary 

art position is known widely for artistic society. 

Gallery ZEROLINE exposes Sergey Kiryutschenko virtually excepting "Cookery" Book 

on pedestal like treasure in central space. There are displayed photographes from Minsk 

exhibition instead altar and road to it accompanied with the canvas picture of "tasty painting". 

Certainly, Belarusian artist's originals to expose naturally is impossible. This absurd is canvas on 

the dining tables and impression from Gargantuan meat painting on the symbolic altar. Although 

no original for Tashkent visitors nevertheless virtual images demonstrate the artist's concept and 

link stronger with Uzbekistan artists in next room. 

"Tastes differ" is second project from SPRIVETOM group of the unknown artists in 

ZEROLINE. This project focuses on intrusion of tastes and public opinions and relationships 

between individual, official ideology and contemporary art as well. 

There is a table under holiday white tablecloth served for two persons with silverware, 

porcelaneous plates with the golden borders and crystal wineglasses in the room's centre. 

Expensive crockery, Viennese chairs, elegant candlesticks, porcelaneous figurines with the 

courteous poses recreate luxurious environment of the aristocratical dinner. Background is 

glamorous mixture of the advertisements, photographs of the shining  cars, yachts, jewelries, 

screaming looks of the premises of tycoons and show business superstars and other luxury goods 

which attract herd's admiration, envy, veneration. 

Replica of "Artist's Shit" from Piero Manzoni, Italian artist is exposition concept on 

plates and under glass caps. 

In May of 1961 Manzoni declared that he put his shit in 90 numbered preserve cans. Each 

can had 30 grams with Italian , English, French and German inscription "Artist's 100% natural 

shit". He sold cans at the price of the gold in the same weight. Manzoni example manifested the 

typical consumer's absurd attitude. Artist told: "I would like to focus on articstic buyer's 

confidence. All these Milanese middle-class eater prefer only shit". Author offered natural shit 

since artist knew that it would be sold. He was lucky. Manzoni can costs around 30,500 Euro. 

Manzoni product transforms stinky taste from artistic symbol into marketable product. 

SPRIVETOM thinks that today Manzoni concept is actual more than ever. Typical 

consumer is eager to buy any shit if this product steps up social status. Show business idolizes 

high society life feeds unlimited consumption. Instagram accounts of the celebrities are sacred 

scrolls for millions of the subscribers who are ready to buy any product that their digitalized 

lives would be like idols. Opinions of relatives, neighbors and social environment are important 
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elements of Uzbekistan reality. We know examples as middle-class representative spends big 

money which has been saved in many years of the hard efforts to celebrate "top class" wedding 

that all localities are amazed. As this character erects three level house because neighbor's hous 

is only two levels. As he decorates this house with golden chandeliers, tasteless remembrances 

and taffeta stucco because it is "wealthy". As he visits Dubai to be one of the first purchasers of 

the newest telephone to bring up higher his "cool" position among friends as real and as virtual. 

These characters are ready to spend last moneys for a product although real value and even 

quality of this product is almost zero. Trigger is to wrap zero personality in beautiful life cover. 

"Tastes differ" exhibition authors mock herd's instincts to have beautiful life articles. 

Presently, many lovers of the beautiful arts muck Manzoni. This is usual life of the 

contemporary art's positions which irritate typical visitor. But SPRIVETOM thinks that general 

omission is no author's plain interpretation. Official ideology and public institutions exclude 

educational courses of modernism and post-modernism. These authorities see only cultural 

degradation and contempt of the classics. Artists insist on professional analysis of the 

contemporary art. 

"We ask visitors evaluate as form and as content to understand artist's message. Our 

target is to introduce visitors into the contemporary art using suitable language for any visitor 

who is able to think of other values outside physiological necessities and fashionable shopping. 

We hope that visitors after various arts can choose in favour of some form or idea without 

suggestions from official ideology, mass media, relatives and friends" (SPRIVETOM art-

grouper). 

Victoria Erofeeva, Art Critic. 

 


